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Our ASR performance predicton systemOur ASR performance predicton system

Mult-task  learningMult-task  learning

Conclusion Conclusion 

 Task : predicton of  ASR performance on unseen broadcast programs at uterance  eve 

 Goal:  understand which informaton is captured by our deep mode  (E  oumi et a ., 2018) 

and its re aton with diferent conditoning factors

 Main results : a c ear signa  is captured about speech sty e, accent and broadcast type

 In (E  oumi et a ., 2018), we proposed a new approach using convo uton neura  

networks (CNNs) to predict ASR performance from a co  ecton of heterogeneous 

broadcast programs (both radio and TV)

 We partcu ar y focused on the combinaton of text (ASR transcripton) and signal (raw 

speech) inputs which both proved usefu  for CNN predicton

Evaluatng learned representatonsEvaluatng learned representatons

 Extract a ba anced version of our TRAIN/DEV/TEST sets by f tering among over-

represented  abe s

 Generate uterance  eve  features (co ored in ye  ow) from our deep mode 

 Fo  ow (Be inkov and G ass, 2017) approach to beter understand which informaton is 

captured by our deep mode  and its re aton with diferent conditoning factors: Speech 

sty e, accent and broadcast program origin

➢  Classifcaton task: bui d three sha  ow feed-forward neura  network c assifers (SHOW, 

STYLE, ACCENT) with a simi ar architecture:  one hidden  ayer of 128 units fo  owed by 

dropout (rate of 0.5), a ReLU non- inearity and a sofmax  ayer for mapping onto the  abe  

set size

➢  Visualizaton task: t-SNE a gorithm to p ot hidden representatons 

 Data set from (E  oumi et a ., 2018) divided into 3 subsets: TRAIN (67.5K), DEV (7.5K) and 

TEST  (6,7K)  → The TEST set contains unseen broadcast programs that are diferent from 

those present in TRAIN and DEV 

Visualisaton task

Classifcaton task

 We proposed an ana ysis of  earned representatons of our deep ASR performance 

predicton system

 Experiments show that hidden  ayers convey a c ear signa  about speech sty e, accent, 

and broadcast type  

 We proposed a mu t-task  earning approach to simu taneous y predict WER and c assify 

uterances according to sty e, accent and broadcast program origin

 A s ight improvements on the test set are observed for MAE and Kenda   metrics using 

mu t-task systems

 We perform mu t-task  earning providing the additona  informaton about broadcast 

type, speech sty e and speaker's accent during training

 The architecture of the mu t-task mode  is simi ar to the sing e-task WER predicton 

mode  but we add additona  outputs: a Sofmax functon is added for each new 

c assifcaton task afer the  ast fu  y connected  ayer (C2)

STYLE factor
Duration between 4 and 5s

STYLE factor
Duration between 5 and 6s

In shortIn short

 The network input can be either a pure text input, a pure signa  input (raw 

signa ) or a dua  (text+speech) input at uterence  eve  

 Our best approach gave  19.24 % in terms of MAE (Mean absolut error)
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